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Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Response

STANISLAUS RIVER WATERSHED
Kennedy Meadows Planning Unit

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am
part of a family that visits Kennedy Meadows every year and we just
finished our 38th annual. I pray that nothing changes at Kennedy
Meadows. It is a sacred place and should be shared for years to come.

Adam
Giovannetti

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
husband and I have been going to Kennedy Meadows since we moved
here in 1999. We love the character and charm and warmth from Ada
and Al and can’t imagine losing this piece of history from our county.

Adrienne
Fryhoff

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-1

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is part of Tuolumne County history. Stop taking our
landmarks away. I have been going to that resort for 6 year as many
other native born residents have. PG&E make other arrangements to trade
plain land that is not someone’s livelihood.

Commenter

Aileen Johnston

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am in
favor as long as it doesn’t change from how it is currently maintained
(basically, let Matt Bloom continue to do a great job!)

Alison McNally

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been visiting Kennedy Meadows for 16 years, camping, horseback
riding, fishing. My kids enjoy summer vacation there. We love it the way
it is.

Andrew M.
Lennon

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-3

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
allow PG&E to keep the property.

Commenter

Angela
Ornelas

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-4
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

I wish to express my support for the donation of the Kennedy Meadows
property owned by PG&E to the Tuolumne County Resource Conservation
District or allowing PG&E to retain ownership and place a conservation
easement on the property with TCRCD as the manager of the easement.
I have been enjoying varied recreational activities at Kennedy Meadows
for over 40 years, including backpacking, horse-pack trips, hiking,
picnicking, fishing, and camping, and fine dining at the lodge. This resort
is unique in that it offers opportunities for all ages and levels of fitness. I
fear that if the Forest Service gains control of the property the varied
family-friendly activities will be eliminated and the area will become a
quota trailhead for the physically superior elite. Please base your decision
regarding the future of the resort on preserving the traditions and
atmosphere we and our predecessors have enjoyed for decades.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Anita Moran
Slicton

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
believe the TCRCD would be an excellent choice to manage Kennedy
Meadows. We’ve enjoyed going there for the past 7 years. Please do
your best to keep it the way it is.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Ann Pharris
Anonymous

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: At all
costs, don’t let the USFS get control of Kennedy Meadows. 100+ years of
recreational use, will certainly come to an end.

Anthony Gangi

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Our
family would be very sad and disappointed if Kennedy Meadows was to
close. Kennedy Meadows is such a nice place to take the family. To us it’s
a tradition to go two to three times yearly. PLEASE don’t close it down!

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Araceli Alvarez

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-7

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment
This concerns the properties currently held by Pacific Gas and Electric.
These lands are being privately held contribute to the tax base of the
counties in which they are located. Many of these counties carry an undue
burden of much government held lands that they are obligated to aid in
fire suppression, policing, search and rescue as well as educating the
children of employees that reside on government held lands. The transfer
of land from the private sector to a government agency with the
accompanying loss of property tax could cause damage to public safety
and the educational districts in these counties in perpetuity.
One must also consider the potential loss to our culture should the
businesses that lease some of these lands be negatively impacted.
Kennedy Meadows, as an example, provides one the opportunity to live
and recreate much as the generation of the nineteen thirties did. This is an
opportunity to increase our cultural awareness, with regard to the
generations that helped create the society in which we live today.
Heritage businesses such as this need to be protected. Once lost it would
be difficult to replace them without a Disney like or some other
aggrandized view of the past creating a dishonest view of the roots of our
culture.
With regard to the tax problem, Federal offset funds do not carry the
guarantee that property tax currently does.
I have difficulty seeing how PG&E property being transferred to a
government entity will effectively lower my power bill; I can see however,
that this property being unavailable for future hydropower needs could
decrease our supply.
Thank you, for your attention to this matter.

Commenter

Barry & Evelyn
Cunningham

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response

The Stipulation requires property tax revenue, other equivalent
revenue source, or a lump sum payment to be provided to each of
the 22 counties, so that the totality of dispositions in each affected
county under this Land Conservation Commitment will be property
tax neutral for that county. Accordingly, the Stewardship Council
is establishing a process to determine changes to property tax
revenue resulting from its activities, and how to compensate the
counties for any such changes.
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Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: To
whom it may concern. My family has been visiting Kennedys for decades
and I believe it is very important to our community! It provides a place
where people can go to get away and see the high country. Hope you
can resolve this and still keep Kennedys the way its always been!

Barry Emerald

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep it
beautiful! TCRCD excellent choice.

Bekki Foell

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: TCRCD
is the best choice to oversee Kennedy Meadows. The Forest Service would
only harm, what many people have come to love. Please don’t let that
happen!

Beth Ferreira

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Don’t
change Kennedy Meadows.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Betty Clark
Bob Bozek

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I would
like to see KM remain the same as it is. We have always enjoyed
spending time there. Thank you.

Bob Dolan

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
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Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: There
is no place like Kennedy Meadows and the activities they provide. Please
keep the easement open to continue this historical experience. The
recreation services they provide are enjoyed by many.

Bobby J. Nolan

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: KM
should be reserved as is. Only using TCRCD as management. No Forest
Service, they would ruin and change this place we love.

Brandi Pena
Kosa

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-11

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We do
not want the Forest Service to have any part of Kennedy Meadows. We
would like TCRCD to run Kennedy Meadows in the future.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Commenter

Brett Edsberg
Briana Fink
Brooke Abbasi

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No
No
No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Regarding the court order forming a council deciding the fate of PG&E
property leased to Kennedy Meadows Pack Station and Resort, please
consider the commentary and request to the properties disposition.
It is imperative that PG&E retain the ownership of said property and that a
conservation easement on the property be granted to Tuolumne County
Resource Conservation District.
The United States Forest Service acquiring ownership of the above
property is not viable nor in the interest of the use and enjoyment of
(wilderness for) a broad spectrum of Americans. Please consider the
following reasoning.
1) The continued use of language in the Forest Service Wilderness manual
that Congress defined as “No trace of man’s activities (in Wilderness)
section 2320.6 is not acceptable to stock users. The exhibit01
demonstrating wilderness as “pure” when wilderness has moved to “0
human influence” is not acceptable.
The Mid Valley Unit of Back Country Horsemen; The California
organization of Back Country Horsemen and the California Coalition of
Trails and Equestrian users are all on record as objecting to this “No
Trace of Man’s Activities in Wilderness.”
The House and Senate, the full Congress, has advised the Forest to
discontinue the usage of this language.
Contrary to the advice of Congress the Summit District of the Forest
Service has continually closed written communications with “manage
wilderness with the objective of attaining the highest level of purity within
legal constraints.”
All Volunteer Rangers have pocket guides of principles stating attaining
the highest level of purity (No trace of man activities in Wilderness).
The PG&E property adjoins the Emigrant Wilderness and is accessed via
the Kennedy Meadows Pack Station and Resort. Historical involvement
with USFS is indicates the USFS gaining control of the said property would
[COMMENT CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Bruce De Mott

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response

Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Response

[COMMENT CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE.RESPONSE TO
COMMENT PROVDIED ON PREVIOUS PAGE.]
cause severe damage to stock users recreational opportunities in the
Emigrant Wilderness.
2). The Forest Service manual states that the public is “to close to it’s
historical roots.”
Maintaining historical recreational uses in the Wilderness is of utmost
importance to stock users. This is accomplished through retention of
ownership to PG&E and granting of a conservation easement to Tuolumne
County Resource Conservation District. This granting benefits the
environment and stock users Statewide.
It is urged to the Council that PG&E retain ownership of the property
leased to Kennedy Meadows Pack Station and Resort and that a
conservation easement be granted to the Tuolumne County Resource
Conservation District.

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
Kennedy Meadows as it is now!

Carl Bolton

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I would
truly like to see Matt continue at Kennedy Meadows. He has been
absolutely invaluable in helping the Search and Rescue medicine at
recovery in the high country.

Carol
Heuermann

No

As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
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Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
keep Kennedy Meadows the way it is! I’ve been going there since I was a
baby and just love the area. My family and I go there several times a year
to stay and sometimes just drive up to visit for a day. It’s beautiful spot –
God’s country – and I hope it never changes. The Blooms are doing a
great job in maintaining the traditions associated with the place.

Carol Leslie

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I
support Kennedy Meadows, and request that it remain a recreational
area. Let us get our children away from their computers/video games to
experience nature, horses/fishing etc…. Kennedy Meadows represents
part of our California history. Never forget the fact that mule stock and
horses brought people out west, lets keep this type of recreation alive for
future generations, please don’t take it away. Thank you for reading my
comments.

Cathy Suttles &
Brent Kone

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-15

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
make the TCRCD the manager of the conservation easement. I would like
Kennedy Meadows to remain the same so that my children can carry on
our family tradition.

Chad Blaine

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
live at 4600 feet. Going to Kennedy is a treat for us. We would not like to
see it change.

Charlie Siggler

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
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Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

I support the idea of the Tuolumne County Resource Conservation District
as a donee of the Kennedy Meadows property above Sonora, CA when
the PG&E properties are dispersed thru bankruptcy settlement. We have
used the facilities many times as a jump off spot for our pack trips. It is
one of a few of these outposts/pack stations still left in California.

Christine
Kaplan

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
family and I have vacationed at Kennedy’s for more than 45 years. We
have horseback packed in and hiked into the upper meadow and Relief
Reservoir. We want Kennedy Meadows to stay exactly the way it is and
not run by a government agency! PG&E should continue to manage it!

Clark Keefe

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-17

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
really enjoyed being able to come to Kennedy to hunter, camp, and pack
into different lakes and meadows. Without Kennedy here for us to use I
would be lost when it came time to camp.

Clinton
Haglund

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have a cabin at Pinecrest and we are very familiar with Kennedy
Meadows and its surroundings. We trust the Kennedy Meadows
proprietors to do the right thing for the area and I support its decision,
rather desire, that the TCRCD manage the property.

Colleen
Cookson

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-18
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I think
Kennedy Meadows is a wonderful place to go. I feel PG&E is doing a
wonderful job keeping up the land. If someone else takes the land over
they may turn it into something people don’t want.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Cornel
Andrews

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-19

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Would
hate to see Kennedy Meadows change it has been a vacation spot for my
family for years and it would be devastating to not have it the same.

Cynthia Maciel

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am
totally in favor of keeping Kennedy as is. This is our families favorite spot
to relax for years. The site is perfect for hikes, fishing, horseback or just to
enjoy nature.

Danny Franeis

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: If they
change anything at Kennedys there will be a riot! The place is great
because Matt improve yearly. PG&E is a monopoly that sucks.

Darrell
Richards

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-20
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows has been a well-run business for many years.
Thousands of people enjoy their experience at Kennedy Meadows and for
many, it is an annual vacation location. The demise of KM would mean
the loss of valuable jobs and valuable outdoor experiences. Let’s keep KM
as it is!
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Dave Urquhart
David Kohler

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows helped me out in August 07 when I was hiking the
PCT – Please allow them to operate normally!

David Sullivan

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
enjoyed Kennedy Meadows before we moved to Tuolumne County as a
destination place and a trailhead location for hiking. It has always been a
class act - - Please let it be the way it is now.

David Sweitzer

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-21

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: KM
should be reserved as is. Only using TCRCD as management. No Forest
Service, they would ruin and change this place we love.

Davin Pena

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
let Kennedy continue to operate as it has in the past – horses, cabins – it
offers so many opportunities for people to enjoy the beautiful Sierras.

Dawn Sweitzer

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-22
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I’ve
been going to KM for over 10 years. They maintain their area very well.
KM needs to continue on so the future generations can enjoy the past
generations. These people have a great deal of pride in the USA!

Dennis Rovsek

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been spending summers camping and horseback riding at Kennedy
Meadows since I was a young child. Now, my children are able to enjoy
the beauty and splendor of this wonder facility. I would hate to lose such a
wonderful place to spend great family time.

Denyse
Bergman

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-23

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please,
save this country.

Derald L. Crum

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
TCRCD should be the group to oversee Kennedy Meadows, not the Forest
Service. Please don’t let the Forest Service in here.

Destiny Salinas

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-24
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: No
Forest Service in KM!

Diana D.
McDonald

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows must be preserved. We have visited Kennedy every
year for the past 45 years. It holds so much history and is truly one of
God’s wonders. We must save it for our future generations.

Dick & Janet
Miner

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
consider keeping Kennedy Meadows the same “historical” place that it is
today. It has great value to use who have been able to enjoy not only the
scenic views, but the hiking and horseback packing into the wilderness
areas. Our children and grandchildren have learned life long applicable
skills from the camping and primarily working at the pack station.
Hopefully the next “guardians” of this area will allow the pack station,
Old Hotel, and cabins to remain. We’ve been blessed with this area.

Donalyn Miler

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-25

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
husband family has been coming to Kennedy Meadows for 33 years since
1974 now they we are married we having come for 7 years with our kids
and my sister and family. This is a every year vacation we will always
come to Kennedy Meadows. Please do what it takes to keep it the way it
is for all family in future.

Donna Alarcon

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I would
like to see the TCRCD become the manager of a conservation easement to
work with Matt Bloom and his staff to protect the land at Kennedy
Meadows. I care deeply about protecting both the land and historical uses
of this spectacular property.

Douglas Matt

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have enjoyed eating and visiting Kennedy Meadows for 30 years. This is
an incredibly beautiful area that has been well maintained.

Dr. Neal &
Mrs. Jeanne
Satre

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-26
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I fully
support having the TCRCD manage a conservation easement for the
property at Kennedy Meadows. I feel the TCRCD would be most likely to
protect the traditional and recreational values of Kennedy Meadows.

Duane Sharky
Cornell

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: It
would be a shame to see Kennedy Meadows fall into the hands of the
Forest Service, they do not have enough (expertise) money or people to
run something like Kennedy Meadows Resort and Pack Station. TCRCD is
the only choice.

Earl Hitch

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-27

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
Kennedy Meadows as is! If TCRCD can do that then I hope the Council
will agree for them to take this opportunity!

Ed & Jeanne

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
the environmentalists out of Kennedy Meadows and government agencies
away.

Ed Ponat

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-28
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
a cabin at Pinecrest that is on USFS land. The USFS is a disaster in terms
of managing their properties and looking out for the public interest. In my
opinion, TCRCD would be a natural and good choice to receive this
property.

Ed Thomas

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Over
the past 9 years I have made this area home base for great hiking and
fishing and camping trips and the beauty has never changed and
Kennedy Meadows just makes it grand. Please leave it like it is. Please
don’t change anything!

Edward Brown

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-29

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: TCRCD
is the only choice for KM. Forest Service would change this place and we
don’t want KM to be ruined.

Emily York

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Northing should change KM. The Forest Service should have nothing to do
with this place. The service should be TCRCD.

Eric Edsberg

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-30
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
area and the animals were kept very clean. The area and grounds very
clean area parking in order.

Eugenele
Beadnell

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is one of a few unique gateways into America’s
beautiful wilderness. With so much crowding in our cities and towns, it’s
wonderful to be able to experience the peace and beauty of the
mountains. Kennedy Meadows makes this experience possible.

Feather Tippetts

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
allow Kennedy Meadows to continue operations.

G. Scott Mickle

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-31

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

I support allowing PG&E to retain ownership of Kennedy Meadows and
placing a conservation easement on the property with Tuolumne County
Resource Conservation District as the manager of the easement. I strongly
oppose donation of the property to the Forest Service because they have a
reputation for destroying traditional uses of forest properties and
narrowing use so that only a select few may access the areas.
Kennedy Meadows Resort is an important part of the culture of Tuolumne
County. Its history and wide range of recreational activities have given
pleasure to the young and old, and the fit and infirm for decades. We
need more of these places where families and people of all fitness levels
can enjoy the outdoor experience. Kennedy Meadows is a special place.
Please keep it like it is now by allowing PG&E to retain ownership and
place a conservation easement on the property.

Gale A. Slicton

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
family has been enjoying the unique and beautiful Kennedy Meadows
since our children were infants. I hope the Council deems the TCRCD a
worthy donee, a group that would preserve and maintain all that is great
about Kennedy Meadows.

Gary Bulanti

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-32
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: For
many years Kennedy Meadows has been a popular recreation source for
visitors from all over the world. It would be shame to eliminate this well
established, conscientious site that has provided much enjoyment to
everyone.

Gary C.
Morgan

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: A
wonderful recreation area well managed to maintain the pristine and
natural environment. As a 35 year annual visitor, I support current
management plans, approaches, and activities for Kennedy Meadows
and the surrounding areas.

Gary Tudor

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: If they
change Kennedy that would not be too good. We’ve been there a lot over
the years that we’ve been in the Sierras.

George Anne
Siggler

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-33

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
love Kennedy Meadows! Let me count the ways: 1. the magnificent
granite – pine trees – extreme cascading stream vistas. 2. Be at one with
nature on this magnificent countryside. We support continued responsible
use of Kennedy Meadows.

George
Norbeck

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please,
please to the T.C. Resource C.D. help the Blooms retain their resort at
Kennedy Meadows. We have used the Lodge on many occasions, i.e., a
wedding in May, and many packing trips, etc., fishing trips – using their
facilities.

Gertrude Lucia

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-34
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have enjoyed the facilities at Kennedy Meadows for many years and
made use of its many recreational opportunities: cabins, fishing, access to
the Emigrant basin by horseback, dining, picnicking and general
enjoyment of the outdoors in a comfortable friendly setting. Please keep it
as it is!

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I
support the TCRCD’s candidacy as a donee for the Kennedy Meadows
property. I frequently enjoy the unspoilt wilderness that is Kennedy
Meadows and implore you to transfer the property to TCRCD, which will
be a conscientious steward of this unique piece of land. Thank you!

Commenter

Gordon & Jean
Hansen

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Greg Francis
Harman A.
Beyer

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
love Kennedy Meadows – It is so close to nature and still have a “roof
over our heads” that seniors like us need. We can enjoy nature and
respect the environment so our grandchildren and great grandchildren can
enjoy too.

Harold & Coral
Greene

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

No
No

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-35

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am
supportive of any measure that would allow Kennedy Meadows to remain
as it has always been.

Harriet Turman

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I feel
that TCRCD is an excellent choice as a manager of a conservation
easement for the property at Kennedy Meadows. My family and I have
stayed at Kennedy Meadows for 28 years and enjoyed the beauty,
convenience, security, cleanliness, and pleasures found there.

Helen Kleckner

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-36
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is best preserved by TCRCD. The Forest Service is not
the correct choice for this job!

Hollyanne
Jacobsen

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
enjoy the facility and the access to the Emigrant Wilderness. We are sorry
to hear that there has to be a change. We highly recommend the TCRCD
be chosen to manage the Kennedy Meadows PG&E facility.

Hugo & Shirley
Van Uliet

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-37

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
dad took me to Kennedy Meadows. I’ve taken my son and grandson to
Kennedy. We all love it the way it is and would like to see it stay that
way.

Commenter

Jack M. Soite

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-38
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
cannot bear to lose all the wonderful things at Kennedy Meadows. Please
either allow PG&E to retain it and find a good conservation easement and
allow the resort to continue. TCRCD would be our choice for manager of a
conservation easement.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Jackie St.
George
Jama Kohler

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No
No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-39

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a national treasure. It is fitting that the TCRCD be
selected to manage the meadows as it has an excellent past record in
conservation management and is a locally based organization. We must
respect the meadow’s value and give control to Tuolumne County citizens!

James E.
Rusnak

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Non
governmental ownership has proven to be the best owner. It needs to stay
private. Kennedy Meadows has been run well since 1917.

James Kirk

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-40
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Mr.
Ritz and Matt Bloom have maintained the true lifestyle of the old Sierra
Nevada and western life. This is an experience anyone and everybody
should experience.

James L. Brown

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: A few
friends and I have been enjoying the facilities and services provided by
Kennedy Meadows since 1980. We generally rent a cabin and then pack
into Emigrant Lake for a week or so each Sept. Please find a way to keep
Kennedy Meadows Resort intact – with the same services they now
provide. (We’re not hunters – we’re hikers).

James L. Patton

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
consider TCRCD for stewardship of this property. It would be a major step
in the preservation of the historical significance of this part of Tuolumne
County. Thank you.

James M.
Rodgers

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-41

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: For
years my family has gone to the snow play in Kennedy Meadows and it
has always been a great experience. The beauty of the area and the
activities there have been a part of my life as long as I can remember.
Please allow it to remain part of my life in the future.

James Mickle

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Leave
Kennedy Meadows the way it is. My family and I enjoy it the way it is!

Jamie Belanger

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a tradition for my family. One that we all
appreciate and enjoy. I truly believe TCRCD would preserve and protect
the beauty that is Kennedy Meadows.

Jane N. Winn

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-42
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: TCRCD
is the best choice to oversee Kennedy Meadows. The Forest Service would
only harm what so many people have learned to love and enjoy it – don’t
take that away!

Jeanie Tuftee

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
Kennedy Meadows going. To take it away would be devastating to the
riders and hikers. It has only been an asset to the county and visitors.

Jeff &
Stephanie
Wilson

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-43

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
love KM the Forest Service should not take or change this beautiful place.
Instead we prefer TCRCD.

Jennifer Dickey

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I would
hate to see Kennedy go away. We have had so many wonderful family
vacations here and have made so many memories. I would love to be
able to continue the tradition with my grandkids.

Jennifer
Haglund

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-44
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: TCRCD
would be a great choice due to its mission “to promote voluntary
conservation of the resources…”. Kennedy Meadows has always provided
“leave no trace” outdoor ethics in keeping our wonderful natural forests a
place of beauty.

Jennifer Scholz

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a treasure and should continue as it has been. I
urge you to confirm the conservation easement with TCRCD as manager.

Jerold Tweddell

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-45

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Nothing should change Kennedy Meadows. The Forest Service should
have nothing to do with this place. The service should be TCRCD.

Jessica Houston

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy is close to home. It’s a great getaway, very relaxing and a place
we love to go to fish, relax, great restaurant, etc., etc.

Joann Warren

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-46
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
preserve the public use of Kennedy Meadows – especially the horse use.
My family has frequenced this facility for many years and enjoyed the
natural beauty!

Joanne Isaac

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is best preserved by TCRCD. The Forest Service is not
the correct choice for this job!

Joey Edsberg

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: In a
world that is changing so rapidly, we need a few things that remain the
same – like our beloved KM. My husband has been going to Kennedy
Meadows since he was sixteen. Last year he turned 60. He introduced me
to KM the first year were married – 1972. Since then we’ve taken my
parents, college friends and our two children who are now 28 and 31.
PLEASE maintain it so their children can cherish and enjoy it.

John & Janney
Scanlin

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-47

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Dear
Council, We have been going up to Kennedy Meadows for over 60
years. We pray it does not go to U.S. Forest Service!! We vote for PG&E
to be proud of this land and hope TCRCD becomes managers of a
conservation easement! Please!!! Thank you.

John E. &
Judith R. Blaon

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
use the TCRCD as the donee of this property and all other properties in
Tuolumne County being considered for donership.

John Leeper

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-48
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Every
person I know who has been to Kennedy Meadows, whether staying at
the cabins or packing in on horses has had a positive experience. I
always say “if its not broke don’t fix it”.

John Minaudo

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Enjoying Kennedy Meadows for 42 years in every aspect. We do hope
that everything will be done to keep it the way it is now. We have had
enough places shut down and torn down. Places that was enjoyed by
tourists as well as locals.

Karl G.
Osterberg

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Would
hate to see Kennedy Meadows to disappear in the form I remember. Went
there every summer in growing up. We camped at McCarty camp many
fond memories.

Kathleen (Lane)
Supinger

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-49

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have been going to Kennedy Meadows for twelve years as wilderness
riders of BCHC. The people at KM have been very accommodating to us.
This is a very special place. We would hate to see something happen
where it‘s not available as it stands now. Please allow PG&E to hold onto
this property and make available to the current property owner Matt
Bloom. Thank you for your consideration.

Commenter

Kathy Gass &
Kaj Nereaux

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-50
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
love KM and want it to stay the same it is!

Katie
McDonald

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been going to Kennedy Meadows for a lifetime! Please do not do
anything to jeopardize this beautiful country and pack station.

Kelly Perkins

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
do not let the Forest Service get there government, selfish hands on
Kennedy Meadows. This place is best preserved by TCRCD. Our families
and Kennedy Meadows deserves it!

Ken Edsberg

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-51

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
people at Kennedy Meadows are some of the best environmentalists in the
country. Let them continue to care for the PG&E land as they have for so
many years with TCRCD. Thank you.

Ken Wirell

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: PLEASE
Council – Do not close Kennedy Meadows! Oh, no! I cannot imagine not
coming up to Kennedy Meadows. I enjoy the country, friendly, down
home, easy going people that run Kennedy Meadows. Camping would
not be ever the same! The meadow, river, forest, are breath taking!

Kerry P. Hunt

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-52
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I
support TCRCD in managing Kennedy, we must at all cost keep the U.S.
Forest Service out of having anything to do with managing Kennedy.
Please add my name to supporting TCRCD.

Kevin Olson

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Let it
be, if something is running good don’t change the tune. There are other
things to raise an eyebrow to.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Kevin Vigil
Kimberly Rown

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a wonderful place unlike any other. We get a cabin
every year and would not miss it for the world. I grew up going there and
I hope my son will work there and be apart of that world he is of age.

Kita Kopfelt

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-53

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: KM
should never change the way it runs! The best service for this TCRCD not
the Forest! Please don’t let this place fall into the wrong hands.

Commenter

Kristy
Fernandez

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-54
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: It is our
hope that PG&E will be able to keep Kennedy Meadows and it not be
turned over to a government agency – in particular the Forest Service.
Kennedy is a mainstay in upper Tuolumne County and should remain as
is.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Larry & Sarah
Zimmerman
Larry A. Witt

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: No
Forest Service in KM!
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Larry Welch,
Jr.
Leanna Salazar

No
No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-55

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: If
TCRCD has the resources and the PG&E is truly committed on maintaining
Kennedy Meadows as a traditional viable, long lasting and continued
recreational property, I support the conservation movement. Stop the U.S.
Forest Service take over.

Lee Gonzales

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been visiting Kennedy Meadows for the past 26 years and look forward
to this trip every year. My goal is to always leave the area better than
when I came.

Lee Weeden

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-56
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My late
husband (Bob Marshall) and I have been visiting Kennedy Meadows and
using their facilities for many years – plus many pack trips to the high
country. The people at Kennedy Meadows have been an efficient
organization and are good stewards of the land.
If for some reason PG&E must give up ownership, then I strongly suggest
that the Stewardship Council consider the Tuolumne County Resource
Conservation. The last thing I would consider would be the U.S. Forest
Service or any other government agency.

Lela Marshall

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Enjoyed the area for years. See no reason for changes.

Len Vallem

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-57

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
enjoyed Kennedy Meadows and surrounding areas for many years. The
pack station has provided a great service for folks to go to the back
country. I have also done lots of trail work with BCHC to keep trails open.
Would sure hate to lose this resource.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Leonard O.
Rorabaugh
Linda J. Kile

No
No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows has been our family and friends vacation resort for
many, many years. My husband and I donate our time and horses to help
maintain trails and much more. We are in full support of TCRCD. It would
be a travesty to lose KM.

Linda Lucas

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-58
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
so many wonderful memories from K. Meadows – horseback riding,
weekends in cabins hiking, fishing the river, exploring the Emigrant
Wilderness is like a dream in our own back yards.

Linda M. King

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: DO
NOT SELL Kennedy Meadows! Please do not donate the property to the
government agency. Keep it as it has been for the last 50 years!

Linda Switzer

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-59

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I
support the TCRCD and the preservation of the Kennedy Meadows
facilities.

Lindsay
Cookson

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
beauty of the back country is to be shared and enjoyed by all be it hikers,
horsemen or just day use.

Loretta Ghaner

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
things as they are.

Lorraine
Murray

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-60
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: This
July was my first visit to the resort and it is absolutely marvelous! It is a
great place just as it is a real community. We shopped the store, ate in
the restaurant, rode the horses. Keep it just like it is. TCRCD would be a
great idea. Cheers & thanks!

Lucinda Glenn

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been going to Kennedy Meadows for 40 years, my kids were rise up at
Kennedy. The kids childrens go there. It is a family place and I hope you
can help them. We need it to keep going. Thank you.

Luther L.
Freeman

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-61

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I urge
the Council to consider managing Kennedy Meadows through a
conservation easement maintained by a local agency, such as TCRCD.
Any other option could severely impose regulations and restrictions that
would impact the traditional history and activities of Kennedy Meadows.

Lynn
Sanguinetti

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep
the gov’t out of this. This has been a great place to visit since I was a kid.
Leave it alone! It is fine! Keep the gov’t completely away from it.

Lynn Yturiaga

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-62
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
just returned from Kennedy Meadows with our children and
grandchildren. We have loved our trips to Kennedy Meadows and the
campgrounds over many years and feel that it would be a terrible loss if it
was lost. More people need access to nature and wilderness areas. And
its history. Please save Kennedy Meadows!

Marcia & C.M.
Cronin

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
enjoyed Kennedy Meadows for many years. I hope it will stay the same as
it is today. I do hope there will not be any changes in the future.

Marianne
Osterberg

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I agree
with this letter. The Forest Service would be an unfair choice. I have been
going to Kennedy Meadows for 50 years. It has always been well
managed and people of all ages and physical abilities have been able to
enjoy the area.

Marilyn Hitch

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-63

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I feel it
would be in the best interest to keep it in PG&E hands. If this is not
possible I would like to see the TCRCD end up with the property at
Kennedy Meadows.

Mark J. Pesce

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
don’t change Kennedy Meadows! It’s a place I look forward to visiting all
year.

Mary Kruzinski

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-64
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
family has been going here for over 50 years. Please allow PG&E to
continue to maintain the property. It would be heartbreaking to lose
Kennedy Meadows.

Matt Switzer

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
Forest Service would be a huge mistake in governing Kennedy Meadows.
It would be a huge disservice to all the families whom love this place. The
TCRCD would preserve for many years to come for our children’s children.

Megan Pena

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-65

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
grown up with Kennedy Meadows! It is a treasure for all who find it and
is deeply valued. I pray that Kennedy Meadows continues so I may bring
my future children and family so they can experience the beauty and
experience that I have had there. Please keep the tradition alive!

Meredith
Schwarting

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I
support maintaining local control of Kennedy Meadows and continued use
of land for camping and horseback riding.

Meryl Soto

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-66
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: No
Forest Service in KM. We want nothing to change this beautiful place. We
prefer TCRCD for our favorite place in the world.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Michael Alsop

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-67

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
support keeping Kennedy Meadows as it is. We would like PG&E to
maintain its ownership. Thank you.

Commenter

Michael
Beydoun

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-68
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
enjoyed the back country and Kennedy Meadows since I was 5 years old.
Remember a lot of good times with my grandfather and his friends.

Michael J.
Baclgalipi

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Do not
change the environment, its perfect the way it is. Thank you.

Michael S.
Nord

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
do what you can the preserve this experience. There are precious few
places like these. My yearly trip here makes memories that will last a
lifetime. My kids already talk of bringing their kids. Thank you!

Michael
Santich

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-69

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
allow PG&E to keep the Kennedy Meadows property so we can continue
to enjoy the traditional recreation experiences it now provides. Please
allow us to enjoy the horseback riding, fishing, and camping by
appointing TCRCD as manager of a conservation easement.

Michele &
Randy Knudson

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
used this area for 35 years. I have recently had to use pack animals to get
into back country. I hope your organization is able to obtain the property
as a donee. The Forest Service is under-funded, under staffed, and at
times unwilling to listen to the public that uses their land.

Mike Gamroth

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-70
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
“There’s no place like home.” I’d go alone if I had to, with or without my
husband. I stand by the TCRCD.

Mindy Gallego

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
think TCRCD is an excellent choice as manager of Kennedy Meadows.
Keep the traditional family recreational area as it has been for many
generations.

Mr. & Mrs. H.J.
Kreotzmann

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-71

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been going to Kennedy Meadows since the 1960s – my family long
before that. We must keep this facility for the fine family place for those of
us who cannot hike thru the wilderness. Please donate to TCRCD.

Commenter

Nancy Whittle

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-72
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
allow Kennedy Meadows to continue the traditions I grew up enjoying.
We are just getting the chance to share this beautiful experience with our
children. Allow TCRCD to manage the easement!!!

Natalie &
Sultan Iqbal

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows has always been a show place in to the back country,
and the trails have always been spotless as is (no trace left behind).

Nerle
Beckerdite

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-73

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
“Heaven on Earth.” I can only tell you Kennedy Meadows is my “favorite
place” on earth. If anything was to change as far as activities, resort,
crew that all make it happen…nothing on earth would ever compare to
my experiences over the years. Kennedy Meadows is heaven on earth.
Matt and crew and resort are awesome!!

Nevalze Dorsa

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
leave Kennedy as our vacation “place to stay.”

Nick
Winterbauer

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We do
not want the Forest Service to be a part of Kennedy Meadows in any way.
The Forest Service would be a negative influence to this wonderful place.
Instead we want TCRCD.

Nicole Edsberg

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-74
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
save Kennedy Meadows!

Pat Cronin

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been camping at Kennedy Meadows with my family for 15 years. The
area has always been maintained, both campsites and trails, to the utmost
standards. Please keep it this way! TCRCD excellent choice.

Paul Borba

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-75

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Although I have only been going to Kennedy Meadows for three years,
Kennedy Meadows has provided me with some once in a lifetime
chances. Thanks.

Paula Pecoraro

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
keep this beautiful recreation area for our future generations to love and
enjoy as we have. There are few horse camps left. I believe TCRCD will
be a good choice.

Penny Mann

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-76
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows would be best preserved by TCRCD. The Forest
Service would change, what generations have come to love!

Peter Kosa

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Do not
let the Forest Service in any way govern Kennedy Meadows! This job
belongs to TCRCD.

Phillip &
Christina
Davenport

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-77

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Keep it
PG&E.

R. Hillock

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: As a
family who have enjoyed using the facilities the past 80 years, we want
Kennedy to remain AS IS!!

Ren Babington

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-78
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Enough
with government agencies handling parks, my vote is for TCRCD. What a
shame a big utility co. (PG&E) has legal problems, that affects
outdoorsmen! What next? A Pinecrest closure?

Rene Abidi

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: This is
such a beautiful, special and historic place. There are few left in
California. My deepest hope is it can be maintained with its same
ambience.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Rita Hagen
Rob Andre

No
No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-79

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
Forest Service has demonstrated for years past and present with the
renewed leases in Pinecrest that they don’t care about traditional
recreational experience. They are making renters rip out all traditions only
for their satisfaction, not the cabin owners tradition of what was OK’d and
now is not. Keep Kennedy Meadows traditions alive. Don’t let the
Department of Agriculture kill it. They mismanage everything at balloon
cost.

Robert (Diesel)
DiSalles

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
keep the Meadows as they have been for so many years.

Robert Basingr

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
don’t do anything that would jeopardize the rustic atmosphere and current
integrity of Kennedy Meadows. Matt Bloom is doing a superb job!

Robert Belt

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-80
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am
for no changes in Kennedy Meadows, and I would not like to see the land
fall into the hands of the U.S. Forest Service.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Robert D.
Hedgpeth

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-81

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a very unique as it now exists. Please leave it as it
is. Don’t let government get involved as they will ruin it.

Ronald A.
Broyles

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows is a family tradition for my family (Frasers) we’ve been
going up there for generations. I’m now bringing my children up there
every summer so that they can enjoy all the KM fun. My 3 year old son
Tai always talks about going to the mountains to fish. We would hate not
to continue this tradition.

Rory & Katie
Pierce

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-82
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
do not let into the hand of the USFS.

Rourke
Hembree

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: TCRCD
excellent choice.

Roxanne
Crawford

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-83

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: This
beautiful place should stay just as it has. Only TCRCD can keep it the
same. No Forest Service please.

Commenter

Ryan York

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-84
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Let the
TCRCD in partnership with PG&E manage the Kennedy Meadows area.
TCRCD being a local organization knows the area better then some
outside organization. I enjoy KM and want to see it preserved as is.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Sally Lopez

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. As per the Settlement Agreement and
Stipulation, PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with
perpetual conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee
title to a qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization)
those lands that are deemed not necessary for current and future
operations and maintenance of their hydropower projects.
Donated lands must also be protected with perpetual conservation
easements to be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is
developing an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine
which potential donees are qualified to participate in the
disposition process. Qualified conservation easement and fee
simple donees will be determined during the disposition process
(Volume III). There will be opportunities for the public and
stakeholders to engage with the Stewardship Council and other
stakeholders on this topic as well as other topics related to the
disposition and future management and stewardship of the lands.
The Stewardship Council will provide public notice and
encourage participation in meetings, workshops, and other
appropriate methods of participation in the planning process. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-85

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
need to keep Kennedy Meadows the way it is because it’s a place you
can go to every year and have a wonderful experience. The hiking, riding
and camping and people are just great!

Sandra Lester

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
place Kennedy Meadows into a conservation easement. This beautiful
area with its historical buildings and recreational opportunities should
continue to be enjoyed by future generations.

Sandy Guitelli

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-86
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: No
Forest Service in KM. We want nothing to change this beautiful place. We
prefer TCRCD for our favorite places in the world.

Saul Cozzo

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows would be best preserved by TCRCD. The Forest
Service would change, what generations have come to love!

Scott Tuftee

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-87

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Sean W.
Lemay, II

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
family and I have always had a great time camping and fishing in the
Kennedy Meadows area and would hate to see anything change from the
way it is now. We are there about 4 to 6 times per year.

Sean Whitaker

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
Forest Service would be a huge mistake in governing Kennedy Meadows,
it would be a huge disservice to all the families whom love this place. The
TCRCD would preserve for many years to come for our childrens, children.
Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom.

Shane Welch
Shawn Buss

No
No

Response
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
See response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-88
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Dear
Stewardship Council, I am writing to say please keep Kennedy Meadows
Resort the same. It is such a nice place. So many places are changing for
the worse in our land. Government is making so many bad choices. I am
afraid Forest Service would do same at Kennedy. Don’t let them ruin this
beautiful heaven on earth. I vote for TCRCD.

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Commenter

Sheryl A.
Rainer

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-89

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
family’s been packing in at Kennedy Meadows for 40+ years. We now
have the good fortune to live in Tuolumne Co, and ride up for lunch or
dinner or fishing. Don’t let the environmentalist do what they did to Tahoe
the allowed the wildfire.

Commenter

Shirley Vierth

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council has recommended two
potential measures related to sustainable forestry. These measures
are to develop a forest management plan and to develop a fuels
management plan. Conservation easements and overall objectives
for management plans, will be developed as part of the
disposition process and will be included in the Disposition
Packages (Volume IIIs), though specifics of management plans will
likely be developed post transaction. As per the Stipulation,
conservation easements must honor existing economic uses on the
Watershed Lands. In addition, the Stewardship Council has
developed potential measures to preserve and enhance the
Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should
these potential measures be implemented, they are not expected
to negatively affect the pack station or other resources, but rather
enhance the facility and BPVs within the planning unit. See
response to Matt Bloom form letter comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-90
FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
find a way for Kennedy Meadows to continue as it has for the past years.
It would be a shame to impose restrictions that would limit families from
enjoying such a beautiful place. The present and past caretakers have
done an excellent job of preserving the land. I am afraid that if a
government agency acquires the land it would prohibit people from
enjoying this special place. Government is already far too involved in our
lives. Please save this land for the future enjoyment of all who love it.
Please consider the TCRCD as a manager of a conservation easement.

Shirley
Williams

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Our
family has been enjoying the facilities at Kennedy Meadows since I was a
child. Please keep the resort the way it is now so I can continue to go
there for recreation.

“Slick” Slicton

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-91

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Leave
Kennedy Meadows alone.

Stan Steiner

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
fiancé has been coming here all his life and has had wonderful memories
and stories to tell me about. I want my kids to be able to have those
memories and stories to tell about as well.

Stephanie
Stortz

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: My
father and myself and my 2 boys have been packing in Kennedy
Meadows for over 30 years. Packing with 2 young men have keep then
from gangs and the Sierra Club. In the back country Sierra Club people
have been very rude and very unhelpful to other campers. But when they
need help they came to our camp with horses and want us to help them.
They need us we don’t need them.

Steve Haglund

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-92
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Our
family has been visiting Kennedy Meadows for years and look forward to
every visit. I urge you to consider TCRCD as manager of a conservation
easement as explained in the letter.

Steve
Standridge &
family

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: This is
a wonderful place. The traditions here are wonderful – the property is in
pristine condition – it should be kept as is.

Steve, Judy &
Lesa Prine

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have been coming to KM for 63 years – it has maintained its original
atmosphere to this day. The KM staff does everything to continue to
provide activities that brings us back year after year.

Stuart McAlary

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-93

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows belongs to all of us who have loved and cared for it.

Sue Ferrer

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Some
of my fondest memories are of my visits to Kennedy Meadows as a child.
Riding horses all day in the meadow, camping, jumping in the icy water.
Repeating the same with my children and now grandchildren. The magical
place should never change!

Susan
Battersby

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows has been a beautiful place where our family and
friends enjoy the camping, riding, hiking etc. Please! Please! Save.

Sylvia Souza

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Don’t
let the Forest Service in any way govern KM! This job belongs to TCRCD.

Tami Duenas

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows and what it offers i.e. camping, cabins, fishing,
backpacking, etc. has been part of the history and culture of Tuo. Co. for
almost 100 years. Keep it as it is!

The Morlan
Family

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-95

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
do not let the Forest Service get there government, selfish hands on
Kennedy Meadows. This place is best preserved by TCRCD. Our families
and Kennedy Meadows deserve it!

Toni Welch
Torry

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have had wonderful memories and experiences at Kennedy Meadows.
We feel Matt Bloom and former managers of Kennedy Meadows have
provided wonderful recreational services. I strongly recommend the
Stewardship Council consider TCRCD as the management agency for the
future of Kennedy Meadows.

Tony & Dorewe
Wood

No

Response
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I am in
favor of PG&E maintaining ownership and to place a conservation
easement on the property. Our family has been enjoying the Kennedy
Meadows Resort area for over 25 years. The last 15 years our family has
used the week preceding Labor Day as well as Labor Day weekend to
gather as a small family reunion. We support what Kennedy Meadows is
all about.

Tony & Mattie
Padilla

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: If it’s
not broke, “don’t fix it.” It’s a great place where I go to relax, enjoy the
outdoors and see my old friends year after year.

Tony Gallego

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation,
PG&E must protect all of the Watershed Lands with perpetual
conservation easements and/or donate the lands in fee title to a
qualified donee (public entity, non-profit organization) those lands
that are deemed not necessary for current and future operations
and maintenance of their hydropower projects. Donated lands
must also be protected with perpetual conservation easements to
be held by a third party. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-97

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: The
owners of the Kennedy Meadows Resort have always had a vested
interest in maintaining a positive presence, both in the lower meadows,
and in the back country. They provide a vital recreational and emergency
service, via their back-country, animal access.

Tour Liggett

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
love KM. The Forest Service should not take or change this beautiful place.
Instead we prefer TCRCD.

Vicente Alsop

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: We
have enjoyed vacationing and packing out of Kennedy with our family for
many years. Altering its current status would create a negative effect and
deprive future generations from enjoying its pristine charm. Hats off to
Back Country Horsemen for all their efforts in the wilderness areas. Please
leave as is.

Vicky Amador

No

Response
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
Comment noted. The Stewardship Council is developing an
explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Kennedy Meadows should never change the way it runs! The best service
for this TCRCD not the Forest! Please don’t let this place fall into the wrong
hands.

Victoria Pena

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I would
hate to see anything change at Kennedy Meadows. We are now sending
our grandchildren there and enjoying our time as always!!

Virginia
Madison

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-99

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments:
Stabilize the stream banks! Establish a barbless fly/lane section between
the bridge at the top of the gorge and the confluence with Deadman’s
Creek. This section is full of undersize native trout and if properly
managed through size/possession limits (e.g. Middle Fork below
Beardsley) could provide excellent sustainable fishing without DFG plants.
Keep the pack station. Graze cattle only if there is a net environmental
benefit.

Commenter

Walter D.
Harvey

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The issue of existing pass-through cattle
grazing is being studied and is under the jurisdiction of the
pending FERC New License Order. Likewise, regarding bank
stabilization, FERC will address topic in the New License Order.
All future Stewardship Council recommendations regarding these
two issues will be consistent with the FERC license requirements.
As for fishing regulations and management, the Fish and Game
Commission and California Department of Fish and Game are
responsible for these issues. See response to Matt Bloom form
letter comment.
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Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Commenter

Edit to
Vol II
Made

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: I have
been packing out of Kennedy since 1976. Our family has experienced
many great vacations in the high country. The Back Country horsemen do
a great job of improving and maintaining the trails. Please leave Kennedy
Meadows to its current management, it’s a great family destination. I fear
US Forest Service management would involve unnecessary government
regulations. This would destroy the current charm as well as history of
Kennedy for future generations.

Wilbert
Amador

No

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: Please
keep this unique high Sierra property intact. Let Kennedy Meadows
continue the way it has for 90 years! As a California native, I ask the S.C.
to help keep this piece of old California alive.

William P.
Bacon

No

FINAL APRIL 23, 2008

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
As per the Stipulation, conservation easements must honor existing
economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In addition, the
Stewardship Council has developed potential measures to
preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values (BPVs) at
Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. See response to Matt Bloom form letter
comment.

ADDENDUM 2 SR-101

Addendum 2 to Public Comments and

Response to Comments on LCP Volumes I & II

Comment

Form letter – see comment from Matt Bloom. Additional comments: This
beautiful place should stay just as it has. Only TCRCD can keep it the
same. No Forest Service please!!

Commenter

Wyatt York

Edit to
Vol II
Made

No

Response
Comment noted. As per the Stipulation, conservation easements
must honor existing economic uses on the Watershed Lands. In
addition, the Stewardship Council has developed potential
measures to preserve and enhance the Beneficial Public Values
(BPVs) at Kennedy Meadows. Should these potential measures be
implemented, they are not expected to negatively affect the pack
station or other resources, but rather enhance the facility and BPVs
within the planning unit. The Stewardship Council is developing
an explicit set of criteria that will be used to determine which
potential donees are qualified to participate in the disposition
process. Qualified conservation easement and fee simple donees
will be determined during the disposition process (Volume III).
There will be opportunities for the public and stakeholders to
engage with the Stewardship Council and other stakeholders on
this topic as well as other topics related to the disposition and
future management and stewardship of the lands. The
Stewardship Council will provide public notice and encourage
participation in meetings, workshops, and other appropriate
methods of participation in the planning process. See response to
Matt Bloom form letter comment.
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